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Abstract

The rise of e-commerce has posed challenges for businesses regarding returns, cancellations and varied payment preferences while ensuring customer satisfaction. This paper proposes an innovative methodology that utilizes big data, Machine Learning Techniques and statistical analysis to construct customer profiles while upholding individual privacy. Through the aggregation and anonymization of customer data, the system generates personalized credit and purchasing profiles. This data-driven approach enables tailored delivery benefits and EMI options for customers. Notably, the system categorizes customers based on their credit and purchasing behavior, limiting Cash on Delivery for users with unfavorable buying profiles and withholding EMI choices for those with less favorable credit profiles. Prioritizing privacy protection, this solution optimizes e-commerce operations while respecting customer confidentiality, striking a balance between service customization and privacy preservation.

1 Introduction

The research addresses the dynamic challenges in e-commerce by proposing a sophisticated system for creating personalized credit and purchasing profiles while prioritizing customer privacy. Leveraging advanced technologies like big data analytics, artificial intelligence, and statistical analysis, the system aims to provide e-commerce platforms with profound insights into customer behaviors. The key focus is on tailoring services based on individualized profiles to enhance the shopping experience. Crucially, the system emphasizes privacy preservation through anonymization and aggregation techniques. The research underscores ethical considerations, emphasizing transparency, consent, and adherence to privacy regulations. It recognizes the technical intricacies of harnessing technology and seeks to navigate them effectively within legal frameworks. The ultimate goal is to offer a comprehensive roadmap for deploying a privacy-respecting yet highly effective system for customer profiling and service customization in e-commerce.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Credit Scoring:

- Wang and Yang (2020)[1]: Their unspecified ML model achieves high accuracy (85.71%) in credit scoring for bank credit cards. While the specific algorithm remains unknown, this result suggests ML effectiveness in financial risk assessment.

- Zhang et al. (2020)[2]: This study focuses on using multiple data sources (personal information + credit card data) to build a credit scoring model, but lacks accuracy reports. Exploring multi-source data could enhance model accuracy and capture a more holistic financial picture.

- Maheshwari et al. (2019)[3]: This paper delves into profiling e-commerce customer credit behavior but doesn’t mention ML techniques or accuracy. Analyzing e-commerce purchase data for credit profiling holds immense potential but requires exploration of advanced ML algorithms.

2.2 Customer Segmentation:

- Wu et al. (2022)[4]: They introduce an improved k-medoids clustering algorithm for e-commerce customer segmentation, achieving moderate clustering quality (silhouette coefficient = 0.585). This shows that customized clustering approaches can offer better results than standard algorithms.

- Dursun and Caber (2016)[5]: Though lacking accuracy metrics, their application of RFM and hierarchical clustering to segment hotel customers demonstrates the effectiveness of traditional methods in specific contexts.
- Christy et al. (2021)[6]: While they utilize RFM ranking for segmentation, the unspecified ML methods and lack of accuracy data limit our understanding of their approach. RFM remains a valuable tool for initial customer grouping, but integrating ML can refine segmentation further.

- Dogan et al. (2018)[7]: Similar to Dursun and Caber (2016), this study uses RFM and k-means for retail customer segmentation without mentioning accuracy. This reinforces the applicability of these methods in offline retail environments.

- Cheng and Chen (2009)[8]: They achieve an impressive accuracy of 85.6% by combining RFM with rough set theory for customer value segmentation. This highlights the potential of hybrid approaches for improved segmentation and customer value assessment.

- Brahmana et al. (2020)[9]: Their comparison of k-means, k-medoids, and DBSCAN for RFM-based segmentation concludes that k-means performs best, offering valuable insights into choosing the right clustering algorithm based on data characteristics.

- Kabasakal (2020)[10]: Similar to Dursun and Caber (2016), this study focuses on RFM and k-means for e-retail segmentation without accuracy metrics. This further solidifies the prevalence of these methods in e-commerce customer analysis.

- Firdaus and Utama (2021)[11]: Though lacking details on ML techniques and accuracy, their development of a bank customer segmentation model using RFM+B (Behavior) expands the traditional RFM approach, suggesting the importance of incorporating broader behavioral data for customer understanding.

- Hossain et al. (2023)[12] explore the role of technology in boosting e-commerce adoption for small and medium enterprises (SMEs). Analyzing ICT adoption, internet connectivity, and business data management, they find these factors significantly promote e-commerce success. The paper calls for further research on organizational and environmental factors influencing SME e-commerce adoption, offering valuable insights for SMEs and policymakers alike on leveraging technology for growth in the digital marketplace.

3 Description of the Data

The initial dataset comprises eight columns providing comprehensive information on retail transactions as shownin fig.[1],[2]. The key features include:

- Invoice: Unique identification code assigned to each purchase transaction.
- Stock Code: Distinct 5-digit code associated with each product in the inventory.
- Description: Product name and brief description.
- Quantity: Number of units of the product involved in each transaction, accounting for both purchases and cancellations.
- Invoice Date: Date and time of the transaction recorded in "mm/dd/yyyy HH:MM" format.
- Price: Cost or amount associated with the purchased items.
- Customer ID: Unique 5-digit identification number assigned to each customer.
- Country: Name of the country where the customer resides.

The dataset is organized with records such as Invoice ID, Stock Code, Description, Quantity, Invoice Date, Price, Customer ID, and Country. This comprehensive dataset initially encompasses a vast and diverse collection of over one million records, offering valuable insights into retail transactions for further analysis and model training.

![Figure 1: Initial Dataset(a)](image-url)
The features in the sample dataset were the best fit for our methodology. We applied various algorithms and mathematical calculations to extract information and transform them into our desired feature set suitable for application in credit score calculation formula.

The final dataset after modification contains the following feature set as shown in fig.[3],[4]:

- **Customer ID:** A unique 5-digit identification number assigned to each customer.
- **Recency:** Represents how recently the customer made their last purchase, with values ranging between 0 and 1, where higher values indicate more recent transactions.
- **Frequency:** Reflects the frequency of customer purchases, indicating how often they engage in transactions.
- **paymtd:** Combines customer payment method (0 - cash on delivery / 1 - prepayment or online payment) and normalizes the value in range [0,1]. It represents the number of times customer made transaction using online or prepayment.
- **Return_Count:** The total number of returns made by the customer.
- **TotalCost:** Represents the total amount spent by the customer in overall purchases.
- **Class:** Categorizes customers into different classes (0, 1, 2, 3) based on their calculated credit score (C_S). The credit score is derived from a formula considering recency, frequency, payment method, return count, and total cost.

Each row in the dataset corresponds to a unique customer, and the features provide valuable insights into their transactional behavior and creditworthiness. The "Class" column categorizes customers into different groups, aiding in further analysis or targeted actions based on their credit scores.
4 Data Analysis and Preparation Methodology

4.1 Data Preprocessing Methods

- Concatenation: The data from two different CSV files (d1.csv and d2.csv) is read into separate dataframes (d1 and d2). These dataframes are then concatenated along the rows using pd.concat, forming the combined dataframe df.

- Handling Missing Values: The df dataframe is checked for missing values using df.isnull().sum(). Rows containing missing values are removed with df = df.dropna().

- Date Conversion and Time-Based Feature Engineering: The 'InvoiceDate' column is converted to datetime format using pd.to_datetime. New features related to recency, last purchase date, purchase period, and frequency are created based on date information.

4.2 Feature Extraction Methods

- Grouping and Aggregation: Data is grouped by 'Customer ID', 'Invoice', 'DaysSinceLastPurchase', and 'Frequency'. Aggregation is performed on 'TotalCost' using sum().

- Return Count Calculation: The total return count for each customer is calculated and merged back into the original dataframe.

- Payment Method Frequency: 'paymtd' is calculated as the frequency of the payment method for each customer.

- Credit Score Calculation $c_s$: Recency, TotalCost, Frequency, paymtd, and Return_Count are used to calculate the credit score $(c_s)$ for each customer.

- Categorization into Classes: 'Class' is derived by categorizing customers based on quantiles of the credit score $(c_s)$.

4.3 Outlier Detection and Removal

Z-Score and IQR Methods: Z-Score and IQR methods are applied to identify outliers in columns: 'Recency', 'Frequency', 'paymtd', 'Return_Count', 'TotalCost'. Rows identified as outliers are removed from the dataframe to create the final processed dataframe df4.

5 Experimental Setup

In our pursuit of developing an effective customer credit scoring system for e-commerce, we embarked on a comprehensive experimental setup involving various machine learning models. In our experimental setup, we applied a variety of machine learning models to predict customer credit scores in the context of an e-commerce platform. The dataset, initially preprocessed and transformed into a refined form (df4), was subjected to several classification algorithms, including k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest, and Random Forest with Polynomial Features. The features used for prediction included Recency, Frequency, TotalCost, paymtd, and Return_Count. To evaluate the performance of each model, we employed metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score, and Cohen’s Kappa.

6 Results

- KNN Classifier (with outliers): The KNN classifier demonstrated an accuracy of 80.15%. Precision, recall, F1 score, and Cohen’s Kappa were observed to be 80.22%, 80.15%, 80.18%, and 72.04%, respectively.

- Decision Tree Classifier (with outliers): The Decision Tree model exhibited superior performance with an accuracy of 92.26%. Precision, recall, F1 score, and Cohen’s Kappa were recorded at 92.29%, 92.26%, 92.27%, and 89.10%, respectively.

- SVM (with outliers): The SVM model achieved an accuracy of 87.30%, along with precision, recall, F1 score, and Cohen’s Kappa scores of 87.54%, 87.30%, 87.29%, and 81.93%, respectively.

- Random Forest (with outliers): The Random Forest model yielded an accuracy of 94.62%, showcasing robust performance. Precision, recall, F1 score, and Cohen’s Kappa stood at 94.70%, 94.62%, 94.63%, and 92.39%, respectively.

- KNN Classifier (without outliers): After removing outliers, the KNN classifier’s accuracy decreased to 78.74%. Precision, recall, F1 score, and Cohen’s Kappa were observed at 78.92%, 78.74%, 78.78%, and 66.90%, respectively.
• Decision Tree Classifier (without outliers): The Decision Tree model, sans outliers, maintained a high accuracy of 92.52%. Precision, recall, F1 score, and Cohen’s Kappa were reported at 92.59%, 92.52%, 92.53%, and 88.33%, respectively.

• Random Forest (without outliers): The Random Forest model, excluding outliers, demonstrated an accuracy of 95.44%. Precision, recall, F1 score, and Cohen’s Kappa reached 95.45%, 95.44%, 95.44%, and 92.83%, respectively.

• SVM (without outliers): Without outliers, the SVM model’s accuracy significantly dropped to 41.46%. Precision, recall, F1 score, and Cohen’s Kappa showed scores of 31.33%, 41.46%, 24.86%, and 1.08%, respectively.

• Random Forest with Polynomial Features: With the incorporation of Polynomial Features, the Random Forest model achieved an outstanding accuracy of 96.64%. Precision, recall, F1 score, and Cohen’s Kappa were measured at 96.64%, 96.64%, 96.64%, and 94.72%, respectively.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In conclusion, our research on predicting customer credit scores in the e-commerce domain reveals the effectiveness of diverse machine learning models. The Decision Tree and Random Forest models consistently perform well, showcasing their suitability for credit scoring tasks with accuracies of 92.26% and 94.62%, respectively. The SVM model’s effectiveness with outliers highlights the importance of data preprocessing, while the introduction of Polynomial Features in the Random Forest model demonstrates the potential benefits of feature engineering, resulting in an impressive accuracy of 96.64%. Sensitivity to outliers observed in the KNN classifier underscores the need for careful model selection and understanding the dataset’s nature. Our findings emphasize the significance of model selection and data preprocessing in developing reliable credit scoring systems for e-commerce platforms. Future work should explore advanced feature engineering and ensemble models to further enhance robustness and adaptability in dynamic e-commerce environments.
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